Marvel Editor-in-Chief and acclaimed writer of NYX Joe Quesada makes his long-awaited return to the drawing board after nearly four years for a very special and very personal DD tale. For the first time writing and illustrating, DD legend Quesada crafts a mystery set during the deadliest heat wave in NYC history. A serial killer is on the loose, pushing a city already past its breaking point over the edge, and Daredevil must battle the heat and fear to keep a crumbling Hells Kitchen together... by any means necessary! Collects Daredevil: Father 1-6.

My Personal Review:
Father could be defined as a crime fiction graphic novel. A good mixing of three main themes: the hunt for a serial killer (apparently unstoppable), the briefings between Murdock and a woman who got cancer to prepare her line of defense, and the flashbacks on Murdocks father. the more reader gets into books, more these three main themes get related. Great art of Quesada, with the yellows and reds more evident respect to other colos (just like Daredevil: Yellow by Tim Sale) and his usual great perspectives and detail.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Daredevil: Father by Joe Quesada by Joe Quesada - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!